KJV WHITE FAMILY BIBLE
978.15581.98876 Retail £27.50

NKJV BROWN FAMILY BIBLE
Brown leathersoft Family Bible. 8 pages for family records section. Easy to read format 9.5pt type. Words of Jesus in red. Informative footnotes.
978.14016.77190 Retail £24.99

KJV NEW TESTAMENT AND PSALMS
Pocket version of the New Testament and Psalms in the King James Version. Size 11.5 x 7.5 cm
Powder Blue Softback 978.15581.90436; Retail £6.50

KJV GIANT PRINT BIBLE
Easy to read 11 point type; handy size; Bible book introductions; end of verse alternative readings; end of verse references; colour maps; daily Bible reading schedule; Concordances
Burgundy Bonded Leather 978.08995.79986 Retail £31.00

KJV DAKE ANNOTATED REFERENCE BIBLE COMPACT EDITION
Includes: 3 column format with text and notes on the same page; complete concordance; 9000 outline headings; 35,000 commentary notes; historical or cultural contexts; every prophecy, promise and command listed; definitions of key Hebrew and Greek Words; complete summary at conclusion of each book; over 500,000 helpful cross/chain references for study.
Size: 21 X 17.5 x 5 cm
Burgundy Leathersoft Code 978.15582.91782 Retail Price £59.00

Also available in hardback
ISBN 978.15582.90730 Retail price £38.00

Visit our website www.harvestfieldsdistribution.co.uk
NKJV PRECIOUS MOMENTS NT WITH PSALMS
Paperback  SIZE:  11 x 7 cm
Pink  0-8407.8414-7  Retail Price £2.95

NKJV POCKET COMPANION BIBLE
Comfortable reading. Centre column. Devotional helps. Words of Christ in red. 12 x 17 cm
Burgundy Bonded leather  978.08407.26605  Retail £19.99

NKJV GIANT PRINT REFERENCE BIBLE
Easy to read Large Print soft bound centre column reference Bible with Concordance/maps. Words of Christ in red. Bible book introductions.
24 x 16.5 x 3.5 cm
Dark Brown Leathersoft  978.07180.27025  Retail £31.99

NKJV GIANT PRINT REFERENCE BIBLE
22 x 14.5 x 3 cm
Burgundy Leathersoft  978.14185.44492  Retail £27.99

NKJV LARGE PRINT THINLINE REFERENCE BIBLE
Easy to read 11 point print; extensive cross references; concordance; two satin ribbon markers, full colour maps
Tan/Grey Cloth over board cover
ISBN 978.07852.17992  Price: £21.00 Retail NEW

NKJV ULTRASLIM CLASSIC BIBLE
22 x 14.5 x 3 cm; 8.5 pt.
Powder Blue Leathersoft  978.07180.01834  Retail £24.99

Visit our websites: www.harvestfieldsdistribution.co.uk
**NKJV COMPACT ULTRASLIM BIBLE DESIGNER BIBLE**

This Bible has a cool, intricate design featuring the text if 1 Timothy 4:12 to encourage and make a statement. Bible section introductions; explanatory footnotes; words of Jesus in red; one year reading plan; concordance and maps.

- **Powder Purple leathersoft**
- **Print size** 6pt.
- **Code 978.14185.50714**
- **Retail Price £16.99**

---

**NKJV BIG PICTURE INTERACTIVE BIBLE FOR KIDS**

Hundreds of full colour special features from Genesis to Revelation. Interactive full page colour illustrations; introductions for every book; 100 verses to remember; big-words dictionary; big questions and answers; Seeing the Big Picture feature.

- **Hardcover Code 978.14336.07813**
- **Retail Price £27.50**

---

**NKJV MACARTHUR STUDY BIBLE**

Over 35 years of bible study are packed into one volume. The extensive verse by verse study notes provide a one stop way to Bible study. The research is thorough and well informed.

- **Hardback Code 978.07180.18993**
- **Retail Price £23.99**

---

**NRSV NT PSALMS AND PROVERBS**

Cambridge slim, single-column format. Size 18 X 9 x 1 cm

- **Burgundy Imitation leather**
- **Code 0-5215.3007-5**
- **Retail Price £10.95**

---

**21ST CENTURY KING JAMES VERSION**

An accurate and understandable updating of the KJV of AD 1611. The 21st Century KJV is unsurpassed among Bibles today.

- **Hardback 0-9630.5123-7**
- **Retail £24.99**

---

**CSB Holman Christian Standard**

**CSB BABY NEW TESTAMENT AND PSALMS**


- **Size 11.5 x 7.5 cm**
- **Pink softback 978.15864.00798**
- **Retail £6.50**

---

**CSB BRIDE’S BIBLE**


- **978.15864.00651**
- **Size 17 x 11.5 cm**
- **Retail £24.99**

---

**BEGINNERS BIBLE**

Timeless children’s stories including complete book on CD

- **Hardcover Code 978.03107.25886**
- **Retail Price £13.75**

---

Visit our websites: www.harvestfieldsdistribution.co.uk
New NIV Spirit Filled Life Bible

Kingdom Equipping Through The Power of the Word
This Bible addresses important issues of Spirit filled living in the context of solid biblical scholarship. This edition offers:
• KINGDOM DYNAMICS - 41 themes that give us values as we spread the Gospel
• WORD WEALTH - More than 550 key terms defined in everyday English
• TRUTH IN ACTION - Charts offering practical application from every book of the Bible
• CONCORDANCE
• VERSE BY VERSE STUDY NOTES

Executive Editor: Jack W. Hayford
8 point text size; ribbon marker; words of Jesus in red;

Butterscotch/Auburn/Leathersoft cover:
ISBN 978.14016.79293
Teal Leathersoft:
ISBN 978.14016.79279

PRICE £46.50 Retail

NIV ONE IMPACT BIBLE PB 21 cm x 14 cm X 3.5 cm
This Bible equips and empowers you to share God’s love and truth with the world. By impacting just one person at a time you’ll have the power to impact countless people.
Black Paperback

NIV PAPERBACK OUTREACH BIBLE
Includes: Bible overview, introductions and helps, maps,
18.5 X 14 x 2.5 cm Code 978.15632.07617 Retail Price £7.50

TNIV FAITHGIRLZ! BIBLE
Includes devotionals; quizzes; Bible character studies. Uniquely compiled for Teenage girls. Size 22.5 x 14.5 3 cm
Hardback Code 0-3107.1002-2 Retail Price £16.50

GOD’S WORD

God’s Word is an easy to read translation of the Bible. It’s an excellent tool for those who are well versed in Scripture as well as first time Bible readers. God’s Word is an accurate, trustworthy translation.

Burgundy Bonded Leather 0-5291.0316-8 £27.99
Burgundy Bonded Leather Ind. 0-5291.0317-6 £31.99
Black Bonded Leather Ind 0-5291.0315-X £31.99
Black Bonded Leather 0-5291.0314-1 £27.99

Visit our websites: www.harvestfieldsdistribution.co.uk
WORD OF PROMISE AUDIO NEW TESTAMENT
20 CD set - 21 hours of dramatic Audio theatre enhanced by sound effects. NKJV
Beautifully packaged in cloth zip case.
Code 978.07180.24246 Retail Price £32.00 inc vat

KJV COMPLETE WORD STUDY NEW TESTAMENT
Identifies each Greek word in the English New Testament by the use of the numerical codes of Strong’s Dictionary.
Code 978.08995.76510 Retail Price £47.00

KJV COMPLETE WORD STUDY NEW TESTAMENT WITH PARALLEL GREEK
Identifies each Greek word in the English New Testament by the use of the numerical codes of Strong’s Dictionary.
Code 978.08995.76527 (Without Parallel Greek Code 978.08995.7651-6) Retail Price £46.99

COMPLETE WORD STUDY OLD TESTAMENT
Identifies each Hebrew word in the Old Testament by the use of the numerical codes of Strong’s Dictionary. Lexical Aids section provides more detailed definitions of key words. Includes study helps.
Code 978.08995.76657 Retail Price £52.00

KJV HEBREW-GREEK KEY STUDY BIBLE (HARDBACK)
Includes: Introduction to each book; number coded to Hebrew/Greek Strong’s dictionaries; 23.5 x 16 x 4 cm
Hardback: 978.08995.77456 Retail Price £52.00
BLK B/L 978.08995.77463 Retail Price £79.99

NASB HEBREW-GREEK KEY STUDY BIBLE
Includes: Introduction to each book; number coded to Hebrew/Greek Strong’s dictionaries; Size 23.5 X 16 x 4 cm
Hardback: 978.08995.77500 Retail Price £52.00
Also available
Black Bonded Leather: 978.08995.77512 Retail price £79.99

ESV HEBREW-GREEK KEY STUDY BIBLE (HARDBACK)
Includes: Introduction to each book; number coded to Hebrew/Greek Strong’s dictionaries; 23.5 X 16 x 4 cm
Code 978.08995.79139 Retail Price £52.00

HANDY SIZE THOMPSON BIBLE (KJV) WITH ABRIDGED STUDY NOTES
Complete King James Text ~ Abridged Reference System
Deluxe Kirvella Size 14.6 x 22 x 3.3cm 6 point
Grey (indexed) 978.08870.75636
Red (indexed) 978.08870.75650
Retail Price £45.99

Visit our websites: www.harvestfieldsdistribution.co.uk
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